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Chapter 801: I admit defeat! (2) 

 

Very soon, Zhu Jiucheng’s three moves were completed. 

Huang Yueli avoided his third strike and immediately after she struck! 

A strong Profound Energy swept out! 

“Fwah~~~~~!!” 

“Heavens!!” 

The minute Huang Yueli struck, the stage reverberated cries of alarm! 

Everyone knew that Huang Yueli would definitely strike after the third move but no one had expected 

her to strike in such a way! 

That slender fair little hand clenched into a fist and thrusted out frontwards towards the huge sledge 

hammer’s direction directly crashing into it! 

Such a pretty weak hand crashing onto the huge sledge hammer made many people shut their eyes in 

shock! 

What was this? Was Huang Yueli this mad? 

Just basing on the intensity of strength, Zhu Jiucheng was one of the top among the core students and 

yet Huang Yueli had bare fistedly received Zhu Jiucheng’s sledge hammer. Wasn’t she looking for death? 

What if she hand was crushed, how horrifying would that be! After all it was such a pretty little hand! 

After the cries of alarm, shortly afterwards was the sound of a huge “Pong”! 

Many of them kept their eyes tightly shut and after a long moment, they opened their eyes worried that 

all they saw was a delicate young beauty being pounded to minced meat. 

The result was….. 

Everyone rubbed their eyes in shock as their eyes widened thinking that they had seen wrongly. 

The person who flew out….. was not Huang Yueli but Zhu Jiucheng! 

As there was no obstruction of the isolation array, Zhu Jiucheng had flew out directly off the stage and 

the huge sledge hammer in his hands also flew away. Luckily Huang Yueli intentionally showed mercy so 

Zhu Jiucheng wasn’t badly battered and didn’t suffer any serious injury. The surrounding students were 

only shocked and not hurt at all. 

However, this was just too strange! 

Huang Yueli had gone head on against Zhu Jiucheng and he was still holding on to a fourth tier Profound 

Armament. The result was… Zhu Jiucheng was the one who lost? 



Could it be that that slender delicate little beauty… actually had that powerful strength? 

The person who was most shocked was Zhu Jiucheng himself. 

He stared blankly at Huang Yueli’s slender little hand and after he was sent flying, that hand didn’t even 

leave any red mark….. 

“You… The Profound Skill that you used earlier was earth attributed…. But shouldn’t you be a fire 

attributed practitioner?” 

Huang Yueli calmly smiled, “Fire attribute is indeed the main attribute which I am cultivating but I also 

have a bit of earth attribute innate talent and had learnt several earth attribute Profound Skills. It’s just 

so coincidental that you belong to the earth attribute, so I’ve embarrassed myself!” 

Zhu Jiucheng had already thought of Huang Yueli as someone with a high standing but upon hearing 

what she said, he almost fainted. 

This was called ‘a little’ earth attribute innate talent? He himself had a fifth grade upper earth attribute 

innate talent and since Huang Yueli was able to defeat him in one move, could she have a sixth grade 

earth attribute innate talent? 

But she had said that her main cultivation was fire attribute….. 

Then how strong was her fire attributed innate talent? 

Zhu Jiucheng felt that he didn’t dare to even think about that! 

This… how on heavens would there be this abnormal person with such outstanding innate talent even 

exist?! 

Huang Yueli continued to explain, “Actually the strength that I used earlier wasn’t as great as yours but 

was able to defeat you when we met. Can you understand what is the underlying logic?” 

“Your strength wasn’t as strong as mine?” Zhu Jiucheng went into a blank. 

Huang Yueli nodded, “The strength that I used was probably only half of what you used.” 
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“This… Surely it’s not possible?” Zhu Jiucheng felt that he must have heard wrongly. 

Normally if there was a direct collision and to be able to send the opponent flying, the strength used 

must at least be two times of the opponent. 

But now Huang Yueli was telling him that the strength that she used was not two times of his, but in 

actual fact…. It was only half! How could such a thing… possibly even happen? 

Huang Yueli explained, “Actually the logic is very simple. You’re an earth attributed practitioner so your 

natural strength is already very powerful. So you intentionally used the heaviest Profound Weapon and 

while practicing the Profound Skill, you followed the most ferocious pathway. Although it looks very 



powerful as though your strength had been used to the max, but in actual fact, strength itself doesn’t 

represent the more stronger the better!” 

“Isn’t the strong the better?” Zhu Jiucheng had a confused expression. 

Huang Yueli continued, “Right! There’s a saying called ‘Achieving the great while doing something little’. 

What it means if the direction and position of utilising the strength is right, then only using a very small 

amount of power would enable you to resist against the strong power. The main point if the control on 

the power and observation and balance between the opponent’s strength. If you’re just merely chasing 

after powerful strength, it’s actually going down the wrong path.” 

Hearing that, Zhu Jiucheng seemed to understand as he sunk into deep thoughts. 

Not only him, even many other earth attributed practitioners on the viewing platform started to think 

deeply. 

He took quite a long amount of time to think. 

Huang Yueli originally didn’t want to break his thought but looking that one quarter of an hour had 

passed and Zhu Jiucheng was still thinking, she could only call out, “Senior Brother Zhu, Actually the 

Profound Skill that I used earlier is a method which was suitable for earth attributed practitioners to 

train. If you’re interested, you can drop by to look for me and we can discuss further!” 

“Really?” Zhu Jiucheng’s eyes shone, “You’re willing to teach me that Profound Skill??” 

It really wasn’t weird that he’s so surprised. To most practitioners, the Profound Skills that they trained 

was their biggest ace and normally few people would reveal it, not to mention teach it to others! 

Sometimes even between masters and disciples, they also need to hide it or tuck it away but Huang 

Yueli had secretly hinted to him that she would teach him this extremely high levelled Profound Skill! 

Huang Yueli nodded. 

Zhu Jiucheng almost fainted with joy as he gladly waddled down the stage. 

“Next one!” 

A short moment of silence again. 

Just as the referee teacher was prepared to called out the number in order, someone finally stood up. 

This time it was Hu Jingyao on stage. 

Very obviously when he saw the two battles between Huang Yueli versus Ye Mingshuang and Zhu 

Jiucheng, he already realised how little he was. 

So Hu Jingyao didn’t bother with any superfluous words, passed his battle invite to the referee teacher 

and bowed towards Huang Yueli’s direction. 

“I admit defeat!” 

To escape without a battle was an embarrassing matter. 



But the minute someone had started, the remaining ten over people had no more misgivings and went 

on stage continuously. 

“I admit defeat!” 

“I admit defeat!” 

….. 

“I admit defeat!” 

Very quickly, all the contenders were on stage and without any exception, all of the expressed their 

defeat. 

Since they were destined to be defeated and were going to be embarrassed, they would definitely lose 

their star currency so why risk being seriously injured and battle? 

Huang Yueli was all smiles as she accepted their defeats as her eyes had already turned into the shape of 

a crescent. 

Star currency oh, star currency! 

A huge amount of star currency came flying towards her! 
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This time, after going through the series of battles, she had earned over ten thousand star currency! 

Not only that, before she started her battles, she had hurriedly placed a bet of twenty thousand medium 

grade spirit stones that she would win all her battles. This time… another two hundred thousand 

medium grade spirit stones were in her account! This was a huge amount of fortune! In the entire 

Celestial Light Academy, probably not many people had that much money. 

Thinking of the bets, Huang Yueli’s sight swept towards Li Xue’er once again. 

The banker in charge of this bet…. Seemed to be Li Xue’er! 

She had organised so many betting stations with the intention to view Huang Yueli as a joke but now? 

Huang Yueli had managed to win all her battles and she had bet such a huge amount of spirit stones! 

This was all coming from Li Xue’er! 

As expected, Li Xue’er’s expression was as ugly as it could be! 

She had been knocked until her head was bleeding by Ye Mingshuang earlier and luckily it only looked 

serious but in actual fact it was just a slight external injury. After applying emergency first aid to stop the 

bleeding, her condition had improved. 

Li Xue’er bore with the pain and refused to leave the Martial Arts Stage just to witness with her own 

eyes on the ending of the competition because she absolutely refused to believe that Huang Yueli would 

be able to win all her battles! 



When she heard Zhu Jiucheng was going on stage, Li Xue’er couldn’t help but feel happy. 

After all, this was the strongest person whom she had invited to deal with Huang Yueli among all the 

others! 

The result was that fellow actually directly admitted his defeat and even asked Huang Yueli for advice! 

Li Xue’er almost fainted on the spot out of rage! 

“This pighead, wasted so much of my efforts trying to get into his good books! He actually…. actually 

couldn’t even defeat this wretched lass!” 

All her hopes were dashed by the various scenes afterwards. 

Everyone who went up on stage said “I admit defeat”. All these were like a knife slicing her heart making 

her bloody and painful. 

Huang Yueli… she actually won all her battles! Won all her battles! 

How was that possible? 

Recalling that Huang Yueli had placed a bet of twenty thousand medium grade spirit stones earlier, Li 

Xue’er almost wanted to knock herself to death! 

Two hundred thousand medium grade spirit stones! 

Where was she going to magic it out? Even if you sell her, she wouldn’t cost that much money! 

Huang Yueli saw her ashen face and her discomposed look where her forehead was still stained with 

blood, her lips curled into a smile. 

“Senior Sister Li, you’re such a good person and simply too generous! You know that I just entered the 

academy and was in need of money so you actually gave timely assistance, giving me so many spirit 

stones! Just two words of thank you is not able to express the deep gratitude that I have for you…..” 

Huang Yueli’s eyes turned watery as though she was deeply moved. 

This made Li Xue’er even more enraged to the point of spitting out blood! 

“You….. You…” 

“But two hundred thousand medium grade spirit stones is really not a small amount. Moreover this 

bet’s grade period is only three days. Senior Sister Li, you have to prepare properly. If you owe money 

and not return, it is highly possible that you will be expelled from Celestial Light Academy!” 

Li Xue’er knew this very well. To open a betting station in the academy, it must be registered as if they 

were not able to cough out the money, the consequences were very severe. The lightest would be to 

deduct star currency to exchange for the debt. But in severe cases, there were students who were 

expelled previously! 

Thinking of this, Li Xue’er’s eyes blacked out and before she could even breathe, she had fainted on the 

ground. 



….. 

In a secret corner of the viewing platform. 

Li Moying, Jiang Tuxin and the others had sat there for quite long and had seen all that happened on the 

tournament stage. 
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Huang Yueli’s shocking performance left Jiang Tuxin dumbstruck, thinking that he definitely had seen an 

illusion. 

“Is… Isn’t this too outrageous? She’s just a new student and yet….. even Zhu Jiucheng was defeated by 

her! If I didn’t remember wrongly, she’s only fourteen!” 

Zhu Jiucheng was already the top thirty core students and this type of person had a high possibility of 

joining Celestial Light Sect. Because of that, he had left an impression with the Principal. 

Mo Yi said, “Is there a need to be so shocked? There’s always someone better out there so it can only be 

said that this Miss Bai is really an outstanding cream of the crop. Moreover just based on her looks and 

demeanour, you can tell that she’s extraordinary. Her future achievements and fate is unimaginable.” 

Jiang Tuxin didn’t expect Mo Yi to give her such a high evaluation. 

After all Mo Yi himself had joined Celestial Light Sect since young. His innate talent was extremely 

outstanding, adding on to the Sect’s nurturing, his potential and cultivation when he was fourteen was 

even higher than the current Huang Yueli! 

He had actually spared no effort in praising this new student….. 

What Jiang Tuxin didn’t know was when Mo Yi finished his words, he turned secretly towards Li Moying 

to steal a glance. 

Ever since Li Moying had arrived at the viewing platform, his expression was icy and he didn’t say a 

single word while staring at the tournament stage. That cold, aloof look was akin to the stars in the sky, 

high up and out of reach. 

Jiang Tuxin and Ling Wenbin were scared stiff when they saw his expression not daring to speak a single 

word to him. 

Only Mo Yi was able to tell that even though Li Moying had an aloof expression, his mood was extremely 

good. That sharp peach blossom eyes looked more peaceful than ever. 

Especially after Mo Yi had praised Huang Yueli, Li Moying even casted a glance at him. The glint of smile 

in his eyes was obvious that he was delighted because the lady that he liked was praised, no different 

from a young lad experiencing love for the first time. 

Mo Yi sighed in his heart: Master had really gone deep this time! 

When Jiang Tuxin heard what Mo Yi said, they also started to praise Huang Yueli with all their might. 



Li Moying heard those praises for a while, suddenly stood up and said, “Today’s not early anymore. 

Since the tournament had ended, then you can also go prepare a little.” 

Jiang Tuxin went into a blank, “This…. Young Sect Master, forgive me for my ignorance. I wonder your 

purpose in coming to Celestial Light Academy is for …..” 

Li Moying looked at him and said, “Principal Jiang please don’t be worried. My purpose in this trip is to 

settle some personal matters only.” 

“Personal matters?” 

Jiang Tuxin and Ling Wenbin looked at each other in the eye, both looking confused. 

Li Moying didn’t explain further but put his glance back onto the tournament stage before he suddenly 

said, “The new top student on the stage….. where is she staying right now?” 

Jiang Tuxin was at a loss now but he still replied, “Every first year’s top ten students have their own 

individual courtyard and as Bai Ruoli is the new top student, the location that she’s staying is is the best, 

not far away from below the Spiritual Artery. There are mountains on one side and water on the other, 

the Profound Qi is also more abundant which makes it suitable for cultivation. Our academy will always 

give those outstanding innate talented students …..” 

Jiang Tuxin wanted to take this opportunity to exaggerate how effective his management of the 

academy was but who knew he had just started and was cut off. 

“Help me arrange a courtyard just beside Bai Ruoli and additionally help me arrange an identity. 

Tomorrow onwards, I will stay at Celestial Light Academy for a while assuming the identity of a student.” 
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“Ah? What?” 

Jiang Tuxin was completely stupefied. 

He really don’t understand why this almighty, outstanding Young Sect Master would initiate such a 

request! 

Just based on his identity and position, no matter what personal matters he had, he only needed to give 

his instructions. Which Celestial Light Sect member would not do their best to be of service to him? Was 

it even necessary to come to Celestial Light Academy personally and to stay here using the role of a 

student? 

Jiang Tuxin suddenly thought of something. Li Moying had specially requested to stay next to Huang 

Yueli. 

Could it be that these two people….. 

This thought had just flashed past and Jiang Tuxin quickly casted this idea away. 



He must really be thinking too much. No matter what, Young Sect Master could not possible take 

interest in such an ordinary young lass? No matter how good her innate talent was, compared to Young 

Sect Master, there was still a huge difference! 

Moreover, Celestial Light Sect had this rumour running for years that Young Sect Master and Elder Miss 

Murong were childhood friends and were getting engaged very soon. With such a beautiful and 

shockingly talented fiancée, Young Sect Master would never take interest in a lass from that small 

country! 

“Principal Jiang, do you have any more questions?” Li Moying’s chilly voice was heard. 

Jiang Tuxin shuddered and immediately retracted his senses, “No question, no questions at all! I will 

follow Young Sect Master’s instructions and arrange everything properly.” 

“En.” Li Moying nodded and was about to add on. 

Suddenly his vision swept across the tournament stage and halted for a moment before his expression 

changed. The surrounding temperature immediately dropped by a few degrees! 

“Young Sect Master?” 

The few of them went into a blank and followed his line of vision. 

….. 

On the tournament stage. 

Huang Yueli saw Li Xue’er fainted out of exasperation and shrugged her shoulders sympathetically. 

Since she had already fainted, then there was no meaning in her staying behind. Anyway Li Xue’er could 

not renege on her debt so she was preparing to leave. 

Who knew the minute she turned around, an anguish implicit voice was heard from her back. 

“Bai Ruoli, stand right there!” 

Huang Yueli’s footsteps halted as she turned around. 

Behind her stood a tall thin youth, roughly around twenty years old or so. Just looking at his features, he 

was rather handsome but his expression was pale and there were dark eye rings underneath his eyes. 

He looked like he had excessive indulgence in debauchery and didn’t seem like a good person. 

However from his breathing, his potential was rather extraordinary. He was already at third stage nine 

level cultivation, just one step away at the gates of fourth stage realm! 

Huang Yueli’s brows raised as she asked calmly, “Who are you?” 

The youth raised his chin high and with an arrogant look, he harrumphed coldly, “You don’t even know 

who I am??” 

Huang Yueli was speechless and she couldn’t be bothered to talk to him as she turned around to leave. 

“Stand right there! You dare to leave??” 



Seeing that Huang Yueli didn’t bother about him, that youth was infuriated and immediately dashed up 

to the front of Huang Yueli, blocking her way. 

Huang Yueli swept him a glance, “Please step aside, a good dog doesn’t block one’s way!” 

“You… You dare to call me a dog?” It was obvious that the youth was seldom despised by others and he 

was so angry that he clenched his teeth, “You’re really an ignorant, shameless and arrogant lass! No 

wonder you managed to anger Li Xue’er to this state! Don’t know you that Xue’er is under my 

protection! Whoever dares to make her unhappy is the same as slapping my face!” 

Huang Yueli blinked her eyes and she started to come around, “Oh…. So you’re Li Xue’er’s lover.” 
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“You…. actually dare to vilify Xu’er! Have you taken bear’s heart and leopard’s gall, you really don’t 

know who I am?” 

The youth couldn’t help but ask once again. 

Huang Yueli couldn’t help but laugh out, “I’ve never seen such narcissism before. Are you a spirit stone 

or star currency, do I need to recognise you? Since you yearn to be famous, then report your own name, 

otherwise quickly get lost!” 

The youth’s expression was as ugly as it could be. As one of the top exponents in Celestial Light 

Academy, this was the first time he was…. completely despised! 

At this moment, the viewing platform started to stir. 

Although Huang Yueli didn’t know which chive or garlic this fellow was but in the eyes of the old 

students in Celestial Light Academy, this youth’s name….. reverberated like thunder! 

“Isn’t that Lei Zichu? Heavens, today’s tournament also activated him! Lei Zichu is one of the top 

exponents who is ranked top ten in the Martial Arts Stage! All the students who were ranked top ten in 

our academy’s Martial Arts Stage are all top rated peerless exponents. As compared to Zhu Jiucheng 

those who are in the top thirties, the difference in abilities is simply too huge! Why did he come here?” 

“You don’t know about this! I’ve heard some people saying that Lei Zichu seemed to be chasing Li 

Xue’er! This time round, Li Xue’er had suffered great losses from this betting station because she was 

conned by Bai Ruoli so Lei Zichu wanted to stand up for Li Xue’er!” 

“What? The playboy Lei Zichu abused his influence as the Young Master of Lei family and had ruined so 

many beautiful and innocent female practitioners, why would be woo Li Xue’er?” 

“Li Xue’er is after all an Armament intern who has a bright future ahead of her! Which practitioner 

doesn’t hope for their own specialised Armament Master? Moreover, he’s just wooing Li Xue’er, and 

never said anything about marrying her to become his wife?” 



“Then what’s the situations now? Lei Zichu is the top ten exponents in the Martial Arts Stage. Just based 

on his ability, after attending the academy’s Great Meet this year, he would probably be able to enter 

Celestial Light Sect! With such ability and status, will he even go on stage to deal with a new student?” 

“This is hard to say! He’s bristling with anger over a beauty, this Young Master Lei wants to perform well 

in front of Li Xue’er so there’s no guarantee that he wouldn’t strike!” 

The crowd’s discussions had flowed into Huang Yueli’s ears. 

She showed an enlighten look and said, “I really can’t tell that you’re one of the top ten in Martial Arts 

Stage?” 

When Lei Zichu heard this, he held out his chest and his expression turned even more aloof. 

“That’s right, I’m Lei Zichu, cultivation at third stage realm ninth level. Martial Arts Stage ranking… 

number eight!” 

When he spoke, his arms were crossed over his chest and his pair of eyes were casting sidelong glances 

at Huang Yueli, waiting to see her shocked expression. 

What concept was Martial Arts Stage ranking number eight? Lei Zichu believed that all the students in 

Celestial Light Academy would know! 

In the past, whenever he called out his own name, other than those whose ranking were higher than 

him, the others were all shocked and scared, treating him with respect carefully. 

Who knew when Huang Yueli heard this, she only replied indifferently with a “Oh” and light replied, 

“Just number eight? Although the ranking is slightly low, but… you need not to feel to inferior! Not 

everyone under the world can be number one. Surely there would be several low ranking ones to serve 

as a background accompanier in order to bring out the top people with greater brilliance!” 

Lei Zichu went into a blank and following that, his expression turned green. 

Inferior? Was she blind? Which eye did she see him as inferior? 

And to say that a Young Master Lei like him was just a low ranking accompanier in the background? 
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Lei Zichu’s expression was as still as water as the stare on Huang Yueli grew gloomier and colder. 

“You brag at such a young age! Did you think that just because you defeated that trashy Zhu Jiucheng, 

you’d be able to win across the entire Celestial Light Academy? Let me tell you this, the ability of the top 

ten contenders in the Martial Arts Stage as compared to those beneath the top ten is as different as sky 

and earth! Although you defeated Zhu Jiucheng, but under my hands, you probably won’t even be able 

to make one move!” 

Huang Yueli looked at him displaying a smile but yet not a smile, “If I don’t understand you wrongly, 

you’re intent on taking revenge for Li Xue’er?” 



“That’s right!” 

“Alright!” Huang Yueli smiles as her attitude was extremely pleasant, “Li Xue’er owes me two hundred 

thousand medium grade spirit stones and you will just need to help her return those. As you’re paying 

on her behalf, I won’t charge you any additional fees, how about that? Good enough?” 

Lei Zichu gritted his teeth as he looked at her, “Do you think I’m an idiot? How dare you trick me like 

this? I’m telling you, Li Xue’er’s matter is my matter and I’m set on taking charge! The bet that you had 

set doesn’t count and I’ll return you your original amount and that’s considered as settled! I advise you 

to take your twenty thousand spirit stones and leave, otherwise…..” 

Huang Yueli’s expression turned chilly, “This is funny. When I placed my bets, didn’t Li Xue’er accept it 

happily? Now that she’s lost, you say that the bet isn’t counted? If you agree to bet, you must be 

prepared to lose. Does the Martial Arts Stage Top Ten all act as though this had never happened? If you 

want me to give up, that’s not possible. What do you want, just say it straight!” 

“Since you’re not going to take the proffered wine and prefer the punishment wine…..” 

Lei Zichu took a step forward as he said sinisterly, “Then don’t blame me for not standing on ceremony!” 

Saying that he whipped out a battle invitation and passed it to Huang Yueli. 

“What’s the meaning of this?” Huang Yueli accepted the battle invite and asked unconcernedly after 

taking one glance. 

Lei Zichu laughed coldly, “Isn’t my intention very clear? I’m challenging you! Do you dare to accept my 

battle invitation?” 

Huang Yueli took a look at him and immediately understood his intention. 

Lei Zichu’s intention to challenge her at this timing was very obvious, that was to end Huang Yueli’s 

consecutive wins! 

When she had placed a bet with Li Xue’er, the bet was that she could win all her battles today. So if Lei 

Zichu were to win this round, then Huang Yueli would not be considered as all win and Li Xue’er would 

not need to pay her two hundred thousand medium quality spirit stones! 

Huang Yueli was not the only one who could see what was happening. 

The audience were not silly as they all started to clamoured. 

“Hey, this is bullying the weak! A top ten Martial Arts Stage contender against a new student who had 

just joined a few days ago? If this were to spread, how embarrassing would it be?” 

“That would depend on the type of new student! With Bai Ruoli’s ability, she is ridiculously strong. Even 

Zhu Jiucheng who is ranked top thirty is not her match. Perhaps only Lei Zichu is qualified to exchange a 

few moves!” 

“But no matter how strong her ability is, she’s merely a new student! No matter how you see it, Lei 

Zichu has an unfair advantage in this contest! But this kind of last minute battle invite, surely Bai Ruoli 

won’t accept it right?” 



“She must accept! Have you forgotten the rules of the Martial Arts Stage, those contenders who had 

won consecutively for ten rounds, must accept whoever’s challenge from the eleventh round onwards 

and cannot reject! Earlier those ten over people who had admitted defeat is equivalent to her winning 

ten over rounds!” 

“I remember now! Then…. isn’t this Bai Ruoli finished?” 

Everyone felt that Lei Zichu was shameless and had all stood on Huang Yueli’s side. 

But yet no one felt that Huang Yueli was able to win! 
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Lei Zichu himself also believed so. 

He had arrived late earlier and missed Huang Yueli’s first two matches. He only heard the others saying 

this new top student’s ability is very strong and she even defeated Zhu Jiucheng! 

But Lei Zichu was very clear on Zhu Jiucheng’s cultivation and abililty, which was totally incomparable 

with his! 

It doesn’t represent anything when Huang Yueli defeated Zhu Jiucheng. He was extremely certain about 

his victory. 

Huang Yueli saw his arrogant expression and laughed secretly. 

Lei Zichu’s mentality was something that she admired, extremely admired! He should just continue to 

maintain this state of mind! 

Otherwise, how was she going to scheme him? 

Lei Zichu looked Huang Yueli in her eyes, “How is it? You also heard for yourself, you cannot reject my 

battle invitation! This battle, you’ll definitely lose so don’t even think about the spirit stones. You’d 

better admit your loss automatically otherwise…. I’m not someone who knows how to treat a lady 

deadly! Seeing that you’re a delicate little beauty…..” His lips cracked out into an evil smile, “Otherwise 

if you’re disfigured accidentally by me, it’d be such a waste!” 

A layer of frost was seen in Huang Yueli’s eyes but there wasn’t any change to her expression. 

“You are sure you want to send me the battle invitation?” 

“Naturally I’m sure! Of course, if you’re intending to beg me…..” 

Huang Yueli cut him off, “You can challenge me but…. how much are you intending to bet?” 

“Bet?” Lei Zichu was stunned, not expecting her to mention about the bet but following that he laughed, 

“You’re afraid I will bet too much star currency and win back all your earnings? Hehe, the more you’re 

afraid, the more I will bet! I must let you know what kind of consequences you will face when you offend 

the person whom I am protecting!” 



Huang Yueli replied, “After I’ve won all the fourteen battles, I have a total of eleven thousand four 

hundred and forty star currency. This is not a small amount. Are you sure you have ten times that 

amount of star currency to bet on?” 

Lei Zichu sneered, “Did you think that by saying such things, you can drag on and make me hesitate to 

bet lesser star currency? Let me tell you, you’re thinking too much! Unless you kneel down and lick Li 

Xue’er’s shoe, otherwise…. I must bet this eleven thousand star currency and make you lose beyond 

what you can recoup! Don’t think I don’t know, you have a thousand star currency which is under the 

school’s guarantee. If you’re not able to repay that amount, the consequences will be dire!” 

Saying that, he turned around and threw his identity token to the referee teacher. 

“Referee teacher, Bai Ruoli has already accepted my battle invitation! I’m betting eleven thousand and 

four hundred star currency…..” 

Referee teacher received his identity token but he seemed rather hesitant. 

“This…. Mister Lei, this isn’t so good right? This is too…..” vicious right? 

Referee teacher wanted to counsel him but Huang Yueli directly butted in. 

“Since Mister Lei had already said until like this, I’m not someone who’s afraid as well, then I shall accept 

this battle invitation! Referee teacher, I’m betting all my star currency on this!” 

Huang Yueli slammed her identity token onto the table. 

“What?” Referee teacher was completely dumbstruck and didn’t regain his senses after quite some 

time. 

Not only him, the entire Martial Arts Stage started to roar with excitement again! 

No one had expected Huang Yueli to be so fearless of Lei Zichu’s battle invitation, moreover…. She 

placed such a huge amount of bet! 

This…. simply was a match of a real gambler! 
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“Heavens, Bai Ruoli really accepted the battle and placed such a huge amount of bet. She… how does 

she dare to? The opponent she is facing now is Mister Lei! Martial Arts Stage ranking eighth’s Mister 

Lei!” 

“Isn’t she just a little too brave? Had the continuous victories earlier got to her head and became 

irrational? Does she even know what she’s doing? Now she’s won consecutively for more than ten 

rounds and had earned ten thousand over star currency, considered as a big winner. But she’s bet all she 

got on this battle and moreover it’s almost impossible for her to win. Then she will go from winning to 

incur debts! Having owed the academy a thousand over star currency, how will she be able to pay?” 



“But she has no choice but to do this right? Mister Lei had already said until this manner, if she didn’t 

dare to accept, then wouldn’t she be a coward? It will also affect her belief in victory and will 

disadvantage her future pursue towards martial arts!” 

“I’d never expect Mister Lei to be willing to go to such extent for Li Xue’er! Isn’t Li Xue’er too lucky??” 

Li Xue’er was so touched until she was tearing up as she spoke softly, “Mister Lei, I’d never expected…. 

That you’d treat me so well… in future, I’ll listen to you…..” 

Various astonishing discussions were heard and Lei Zichu’s smile could not be concealed. 

He was most afraid that Huang Yueli would admit defeat on her own and kneel down to beg for mercy. 

In this case, even though she had gained back her face, but Li Xue’er would definitely feel that it was not 

enough to appease her anger! 

Now things were going smoothly and this wretched lass had thought too highly of herself and accepted 

his challenge head on! 

Very well, today he would give this wretched lass an unforgettable lesson! 

After he had won this battle, not only would he earn ten thousand star currency, Li Xue’er whom he had 

wooed for several months would also willing head into his embrace and become a member of his 

harem….. 

….. 

Even Jiang Tuxin and the rest who were hiding in the corner were feeling jittery for Huang Yueli. 

“This lass’ ability is indeed not bad but this character…. Isn’t it a little too rash! She actually bet all her 

fortune on this?” 

“As the saying goes, a wise man knows better than to fight when the odds are against her! Since she 

already knew that she will take a major disadvantage in this battle, why must she insist on crashing head 

on? Ai, she’s still too young…..” Ling Wenbin also sighed silently. 

Only Mo Yi smiled as he said, “Principals, you don’t need to be too worried. I think this Miss Bai talks 

with confidence and has her own planning, so she probably has some certainty before she accepted this 

challenge.” 

“Has come certainty? Then you guys don’t know Lei Xichu’s ability! Lei Zichu will definitely be able to 

join our Sect this year and even become an inner disciple within one year! Bai Ruoli’s innate talent has 

indeed surpassed Lei Zichu but she’s still young. If she were to train in Celestial Light Academy for one 

year, it wouldn’t be a surprise for her to defeat Lei Zichu… But now, it’s still too early…..” Jiang Tuxin 

shook his head as he explained. 

Mo Yi turned around to look at Li Moying as he smiled but didn’t say a word. 

Li Moying noticed his mocking glance and turned his head to shoot him an icy glance. 

Mo Yi lowered his head but was laughing up his sleeve. 



Jiang Tuxin commented, “It looks like this battle is going to take some time. I’d better accompany Young 

Sect Master to settle your matters and not delay your official work…..” 

Whoever knew that Li Moying who was just saying he wanted to leave one minute ago had suddenly 

turned around expressionlessly and sat down once again. 

“Young Sect Master?” Didn’t he just said he had some matters to settle? 
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Li Moying displayed a cold face and as he didn’t say anything, Jiang Tuxin didn’t dare to ask further. 

Only Mo Yi sniggered secretly: His Master was so tsundere and only Third Miss had the ability to tame 

him! 

Everything had its vanquisher….. 

….. 

The battle officially started. 

Lei Zichu stood on the stage and completely unleashed the might of his Profound Energy at the first 

opportunity! 

Although he had the confidence to win, he also knew that the lass standing opposite him had 

intimidated the whole audience and was definitely not someone to trifle with, so he didn’t dare to 

underestimate his opponent. 

In this case, Huang Yueli would immediately be placed under quite an amount of pressure. 

Lei Zichu’s ability was indeed extraordinary and his cultivation was truly at third stage realm nine level! It 

had exceeded her third stage realm third level by six small realms! 

In cultivation, the distance between each small realm was very big and the Profound Energy for every 

small realm would increase at least by one fold! 

If it were any other practitioner, facing such a huge disparity, there was no point in this battle at all! Just 

relying on Profound Armament and Profound Skills would be insufficient to step over the distance. 

Huang Yueli rarely revealed some senses of congealment as she secretly adjusted the Profound Energy 

within her body. 

At this point, Lei Zichu had already took the opportunity and made a move! 

He was a dual attributed practitioner in wind and thunder and he had an exceptional advantage in terms 

of speed. His moves were swift and strike after strike, he struck out consecutively. His moves were 

getting faster and faster after each strike! 

Not only was it fast, his attack power was also exceptionally shocking. The sword in his hand was 

sparking with threads of electricity and just looking at it, one could tell that the might was extraordinary. 

If one was grazed by his sword, one would definitely incur a serious injury! 



Moreover, as Lei Zichu’s cultivation was higher, he held an advantage in terms of grandeur. 

Momentarily, the entire stage was sparking with electricity and waves of wind could be heard as it was 

filled with Lei Zichu’s sword reflections. 

Huang Yueli’s petite figure was like a leaf of small boat trying to maintain its stability in a storm, 

completely enveloped and on the verge of collapse! 

The audience stared with their eyes wide open, not daring to make any sounds as they held their 

breathes worrying for Huang Yueli! 

“I haven’t seen Lei Zichu made a move for several months and his potential has improved! Now he 

should be able to challenge the Martial Arts Stage number seven, no number sixth!” 

“This is just too terrifying! Such a strong sword, what’s that lass going to use and block his attacks??” 

“But Bai Ruoli’s evasion tactic is rather strong. If it were me, I’d probably be stabbed seventeen or 

eighteen times and become a porcupine! She’s still ok with no injury!” 

“But just based on evasion, she doesn’t have any chance of winning and will lose sooner or later!” 

Huang Yueli moved around on the stage with her skilled footworks, avoiding Lei Zichu’s attacks. 

The audience were guessing that she had a hard time trying to evade but in actual fact, she had it rather 

easy. 

Although Lei Zichu’s ability was strong, but for her, it wasn’t really that powerful. When she was still a 

second stage realm nine level practitioner, she had defeated the fourth stage realm Imperial Tutor so 

defeating a Lei Zichu was an easy feat for her. 

The only difference was when she was handling the Imperial Tutor, it was at an isolated area with no 

one around at that time whereas now facing so many other practitioners under their pairs of eyes, she 

was unwilling to reveal her ace and neither was she willing to throw out a huge amount of fourth tier 

Profound Armaments. If she were to do it in that way, it was akin to telling the whole world that she was 

very suspicious! 

But as Lei Zichu’s cultivation was so strong and his base was very sturdy, no matter in terms of 

cultivation method, Profound Skills or even Profound Weapons, his usage was remarkable. 

Facing such an opponent, it would pose some difficulty if she didn’t expose her ace. 

 


